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FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a SerDes arrangement
according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a circuit for clock recov
ery according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 5a is an illustration of a transition sequence with 10
consecutive bits according to an embodiment of the disclo

is that the data cannot be locked because the transitions are

too far apart and outside the 10 G clock recovery specifica
tion.

SUÍTÉ.

FIG. 5b is a an illustration of where data is being sampled
too late and the data frame frame has slipped according to an
embodiment of the disclosure.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present disclosure moreover provides method and
apparatus for adapting a relatively high data rate second order
serdes receiver to receive relatively low data rate serial data,
the receiver having jog realignment and having means for
receiving the serial data as a plurality of repeated bits at the
high data rate; framing the data as frames of repeated bits of
the same value; examining the bits of the frame for the pres
ence of bits which are not of said same value; upon detecting
such a presence that is indicative of a framing error jogging
said serdes receiver for frame realignment; and supplying to
an output of said serdes receiver one of the bits of said same
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value from each frame at said low data rate. The second order

circuitry of said serdes receiver is used to impose a drift on
said serial data of a magnitude greater than any expected drift
or jitter on said serial data, the imposed drift being corrected
as aforesaid.

An exemplary serdes arrangement 300 as may benefit from
an implementation of the present disclosure is depicted in
FIG. 3. The serialised input data signal 301 is connected to for
example four samplers (311, 312, 313, and 314) which take
samples at progressive later phase points in the input cycle as
defined by a phase interpolator. The samples correspond to
two data samples D1 and D2 and two transition point samples
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T1 and T2, as described in FIG. 2.

A conventional bang-bang early/late detector 320 is used
based upon comparing neighbouring samples. The operation
of such an arrangement is well known and documented for
example by Stauffer et al in “High Speed Serdes Devices and
Applications”, Springer, 2008; page 116. Suffice to say that
the detector 320 serves to advance the sampling phases pro
vided by the phase interpolator 330 if the sampling is late and
to retard the sampling phases provided by the phase interpo
lator 330 if the sampling is early. Early/late history is
recorded and may be used pre-emptively to advance or retard
the phases if a long history of either all early or all late has
been recorded. As such, the arrangement 300 constitutes a
second order CDR arrangement.
The data samples are captured in order from the two sam
plers 312 and 314 and are fed to a symbol assembly circuit
340 where a plurality of consecutive samples (i.e. output bits)
is framed into a symbol, word or byte. It is possible that even
if the data bits have been correctly received, the framing is
incorrect. A joginput 302 to the serdes is provided for the use
of downstream data decoding equipment that may advance
the framing by one bit at a time. This effectively moves the bit
position of data either earlier or later in the frame.
The operation of such a serdes configured for fast (e.g. 10
G) reception will now be considered for the case where it
receives data from a legacy (e.g. 100BASE) transmitter.
The serdes may be expected to sample signals down to a 1
GMHz, so the incoming data at 100 MHz may be considered
as a repeated bit pattern, 10 repetitions at a time. The problem

FIG. 4 shows an arrangement 400 that implements the bit
alignment circuit 350 as shown in FIG. 3. The arrangement
400 can alleviate this problem. The arrangement 400 includes
a data frame register 402 and a comparator circuit 404. The
data frame register 402 receives the frame of sampled bits
from the symbol assembly 340. The data frame register 402
includes multiple frame bits depending on the size of the
frame. In one implementation, for example, the data frame
register 402 includes 10 frame bits (i.e., bit 0 to bit 9) when the
reception data rate is about 10 times faster than the transmis
sion data rate. The frame bits may be defined as a mid-frame
bit 412 (e.g., bit 5) or a peripheral bit 419 (e.g., bit 8). The
comparator circuit 404 compares the bit values of the mid
frame bit 412 and the peripheral bit 419. If these bit values are
not the same, the comparator circuit 404 generates a jog
signal 406 to realign the frame. The realignment may repeat
until the mid-frame bit 412 and the peripheral bit 419 share
the same bit value. In one implementation, the comparator
circuit 404 may include an exclusive OR (XOR) transistor
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FIG. 5 (a) shows a transition sequence with 10 consecutive
bits. It will be observed that the 10 consecutive bit sequence
is correctly framed and therefore bit 5 will be correctly deliv
ered to the output as a value 1 for the single bit which this
frame represents at the legacy data rate.
FIG. 5(b) shows an example where the data is being
sampled too late and the data frame has slipped, so that only
6 bits have the correct value. Since the slippage is to the point
where compared bits 5 and 8 have different value, the arrange
ment 400 will institute a jog signal 406 which increases the
sampling timing over one cycle. In the present case, this
effectively skips one input bit to stretch the frame by creating
an 11 bit frame so that the frame is realigned one bit earlier on
the next sampling. It will be observed, however that a value of
“1” (bit 5) is still correctly delivered as the output.
Clearly, ifjitter or timing error were causing slippage in the
opposite sense, an equivalent procedure could be imple
mented based on comparison of the higher order bits to insti
tute an opposite jog to retard sampling.
Unfortunately, in typical serdes applications only an
advancing jog is implemented. This is because since serdes
circuitry is already operating at high speed, a reduction in
sampling period is unrealistic. Moreover a delaying realign
ment (unlike an advancing realignment) is perfectly feasible
in the receiving equipment and so there is no need for hard
ware in the serdes itself to provide such a function for the
connected equipment.
In this situation the jog arrangement alone cannot be used
for clock recovery as only late framing errors can be cor
rected.
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In accordance with a further aspect of the present disclo
sure, a number representing a positive drift is loaded into the
early/late history register of the serdes receiver, so that the
sampling phase is advanced with respect to that determined
by the bit rate. Now the situation is that the input data wave
form is always sampled early and as a consequence will
always drift toward the situation depicted in FIG. 5(b). How
ever, this is not a problem, since it is precisely this form of
timing error which may be routinely corrected by the jog
mechanism described above.
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For example, the 100BASE-FX standard allows for up to
+200 ppm of frequency offset. By loading a suitable number
into the early/late history register, the SerDes will introduce
an offset in the effective sampling of for example 256 ppm,
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shifting the possible net frequency offset to between +56 ppm
7. The deserializer circuit of claim 4, wherein the mid
and +456 ppm. This offset being always positive, the absence frame bitand the peripheral bitis separated by one-third of the
of an advancing jog function is overcome.
frame of sampled bits.
The choice of which bit to supply to the output is essen8. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein the bit align
tially arbitrary (since all 10 bits are the same), as is the choice 5 ment circuit is configured to realign the frame by shifting the
of which bit to use to detect that the drift is causing the frame by one-tenth of a length of the frame.
framing error to become severe, and the amount of correction
9. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein:
to apply in terms of the number of bits by which the advance
the frame has 10 sampled bits including a first bit and a
the timing when drift is detected. However, in accordance
tenth bit received after the first bit, and
with the present disclosure, a comparison of bits that are 10 the bit alignment circuit is configured to realign the frame
separated by about a third of the overall frame length, for
by shifting the frame towards the first bit.
example bits 5 and 8 together with a one bit advance is
10. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein:
considered advantageous for the 10 bit (single bit in legacy
the frame has 10 sampled bits including a first bit and a
system) case. An advance of about 1 in 10 is also to advantage.
tenth bit received after the first bit, and
If the perceived advance is indeed due to drift, there are 15 the bit alignment circuit is configured to realign the frame
many schemes that could be made to work. However the
by increasing the frame to include a zeroth bit received
perceived drift may in fact be jitter which may disappear or

before the first bit.

even reverse on a subsequent cycle. Hence is it advantageous
11. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein the sampler
to advance the framing by one bit only; it would be deleterious circuit is configured to drift the sampled stream of bits by a
to advance by more in response to jitter. Examining bit 8 20 magnitude greater than an expected jitter of the received
allows for two bits of potentialjitter to cause no effect and bit
stream of bits.
5 is delivered as the bit most insulated from the effect of jitter.
12. A deserializer circuit comprising:
Delivery of the bit at about the mid point of a frame is
a symbol assembly circuit configured to collect a stream of
advantageous.
received bits into a frame having a frame length of bits;
25

and

What is claimed is:

a bit alignment circuit including:

1. A deserializer circuit comprising:
a sampler circuit configured to receive a stream of bits
transmitted at a transmission rate and sample the
received stream of bits at a reception rate higher than the 30
transmission rate;

a data frame register coupled with the symbol assembly
to receive the frame of received bits, the data frame
register having a mid-frame bit and a peripheral bit
configured to store two received bits of the frame
length of bits; and
a comparator circuit coupled with the data frame register
to receive the mid-frame bit and the peripheral bit, the
comparator circuit configured to generate a jog signal
when the mid-frame bit is different from the periph
eral bit, the jog signal causing the data frame register
to realign the frame until the mid-frame bit and the
peripheral bit share a same data bit representing an
output data bit of the stream of received bits.
13. The deserializer circuit of claim 12, wherein:
the comparator circuit is configured to detect the mid
frame bit and the peripheral bit share the same data bit;

a symbol assembly circuit coupled with the sampler circuit,
and configured to group a portion of the sampled stream

of bits into a frame; and
a bit alignment circuit coupled with the symbol assembly 35
circuit, and the bit alignment circuit configured to detect
a frame slip when two sampled bits within the frame
have different values, and upon detecting the frame slip,
the bit alignment circuit configured to realign the frame
until the two sampled bits share a same bit value repre- 40
senting a data bit output of the received stream of bits.
2. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein the reception
rate is at least 10 times of the transmission rate.

and

3. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein the bit alignment circuit is configured to supply the same bit value of the 45

upon detecting the same data bit, the data frame register is
configured to deliver the same data bit as the output data

two sampled bits as the data bit output of the received stream
of bits.

bit of the stream of received bits.
14. The deserializer circuit of claim 12, wherein the com

4. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein the bit alignment circuit includes:
a data frame register configured to receive the frame of
sampled bits from the symbol assembly circuit, the data
frame register having a mid-frame bit and a peripheral
bit configured to store the two sampled bits of the
received frame; and
a comparator circuit coupled with the data frame register to
receive the mid-frame bit and the peripheral bit, the
comparator circuit configured to generate a jog signal
when the mid-frame bit is different from the peripheral
bit, the jog signal causing the data frame register to
realign the frame.
5. The deserializer circuit of claim 4, wherein the comparator circuit includes an XOR gate having a first input coupled
to the mid-frame bit of the data frame register, and a second
input coupled to the peripheral bit of the data frame register.
6. The deserializer circuit of claim 4, wherein the frame has
10 sampled bits including a fifth bit assigned as the mid-frame
bit, and an eighth bit assigned as the peripheral bit.

parator circuit includes an XOR gate having a first input
coupled to the mid-frame bit of the data frame register, and a
second input coupled to the peripheral bit of the data frame
register.
15. The deserializer circuit of claim 4, wherein the mid
frame bitand the peripheral bitis separated by one-third of the
frame length.
16. The deserializer circuit of claim 1, wherein the data
frame register is configured to realign the frame by shifting
the frame by one-tenth of the frame length.
17. A bit alignment circuit for use in a deserializer config
ured to sample a stream of bits, the bit alignment circuit
comprising:
a data frame register configured to store a frame length of
sampled bits having a mid-frame bit and a peripheral bit;
and
a comparator circuit coupled with the data frame register to
receive the mid-frame bit and the peripheral bit, the
comparator circuit configured to generate a jog signal
when the mid-frame bit is different from the peripheral
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bit, the jog signal causing the data frame register to
realign the frame until the mid-frame bit and the periph
eral bit share a same bit value representing an output data
bit of the sampled bits.
18. The bit alignment circuit of claim 17, wherein the 5
comparator circuit includes an XOR gate having a first input
coupled to the mid-frame bit of the data frame register, and a
second input coupled to the peripheral bit of the data frame
register.
19. The deserializer circuit of claim 17, wherein the mid- 10

frame bitand the peripheral bitis separated by one-third of the
frame length.
20. The deserializer circuit of claim 17, wherein the bit

alignment circuit is configured to realign the frame by shift
ing the frame by one-tenth of the frame length.
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